When you need to separate materials in the landscape, *Euroline “Click” Garden Edging* by *Europa Landscaping Products* is your solution!

ADVANTAGES:

- Slotted connection easily joins pieces together without overlap forming a straight line.
- Complete with punch-outs for horizontal and vertical staking every 10.5”, edging *will not come up with frost*.
- Very flexible, no problem for curves.
- Green product - eliminates waste, once installed, never needs replacing.
- Creates beautiful form for lawns

USES:

- Can be used in residential and commercial applications for: lawns, gardens, gravel or mulch paths, concrete forming, sports field applications, artificial grass installations, asphalt bordering and riverstone/gravel bordering around foundations.

**Aluminum Garden Edging SPECIFICATIONS:**

- **THICKNESS:** 1/8”
- **DEPTH:** 4”
- **LENGTH:** 8’ or 16’
- **FINISHES:** Mill (natural Aluminum), Brown, Green, Black
- **ALLOY:** Made from 6063 aluminum heat treated to a T6 hardness
- **FASTENING LOCATIONS:** every 10.5”
- **FASTENERS:** standard 10” x 3/8” steel spikes, readily available and sold separately.